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Jo Versteven works for the Belgian Federal Institute for Sustainable 
Development (FISD). Since 2004, he has been working on sustainable 
public procurement (SPP) for the federal government.

Important steps to improving ICT purchases and 
sustainable procurement generally in Belgium

What is the Federal Institute 
for Sustainable Development 
and how does your advisory 
work on sustainable 
procurement benefit the 
Belgian federal government? 

Generally speaking, FISD is 
responsible for the coordination and 
planning of several sustainability 
issues and topics in cooperation with 
federal government departments 
and civil society. Green, social 
and circular procurement is an 
important topic for FISD, and we’re 
working on this by helping buyers 
through delivering training on 
SPP, providing advice on European 
directive transposition (for example, 
the Clean Vehicles and the Energy 
Efficiency Directives), developing 
effective SPP monitoring systems 
and procurement criteria, and 
carrying out studies on the topic.

How do you support 
capacity building and 
learning opportunities 
for public procurers of 
sustainable Information and 
Communication Technologies 
(ICT) in Belgium?

Sustainable ICT has recently become 
an important topic for Belgian’s 
policy agenda. On 14 June 2021, the 
Minister for Sustainable development 
signed the Circular and Fair ICT Pact 
(CFIT) - an international partnership 
to accelerate circularity, fairness 
and sustainability in the ICT sector 
focusing on public procurement. To 
translate her ambition into concrete 
action, she asked the FISD to set up 
two working groups: (1) a Belgian 
Buyers Group with about 80 local, 
regional and federal government 
buyers/procurers to exchange best 
practices and tender information on 
circular and fair ICT procurement. 
And (2) a European working group on 
socially responsible ICT procurement 
with about 27 European buyers 
of ICT equipment together with 
ICLEI – Local Governments for 
Sustainability. The second group 
was considered to be important 
because of potential negative side 
effects of (green) buying in the ICT-
mining, production and assembly 
facilities – for example, using child 
and/or forced labour. Both groups 
will deliver their reports and 
recommendations by the end of  
the year.

How do you integrate 
sustainability in the 
procurement portfolio  
of Belgian federal  
public buyers? 

The links between green/circular 
topics and social/ethical issues in 
government buying is becoming 
more and more important. Besides 
the example given on ICT above, 
one can also refer to the targets on 
clean vehicles mentioned in the EU 
Clean Vehicles Directive. The Belgian 

“The most promising 
developments on 
monitoring are probably 
in the field of sustainable 
indicators in e-procurement 
systems. Besides ambitious 
work in data collection 
and analysis, we see in our 
country that it’s actually 
quite difficult to extract 
valuable policy information 
from the monitoring 
exercises to feed back into 
GPP/SPP policy.”

https://www.developpementdurable.be/fr
https://www.developpementdurable.be/fr
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/1161/oj
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-efficiency/targets-directive-and-rules/energy-efficiency-directive_en
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-efficiency/targets-directive-and-rules/energy-efficiency-directive_en
https://circularandfairictpact.com/downloads/
https://circularandfairictpact.com/downloads/
http://www.iclei-europe.org/
http://www.iclei-europe.org/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/1161/oj
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/1161/oj
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federal government wants to set even 
higher targets than the European 
levels required on those vehicles 
affected. This is of course an excellent 
step in greening the Belgian and 
European car fleets. But, similar to the 
ICT sector, production of batteries 
and electrical control systems have 
serious social and environmental 
problems (like the use of child labour, 
provision of unhealthy housing or 
working conditions for workers, 
irregularities in payments, etc.) to 
tackle in the mining of resources and 
in the production of components 
and devices. So, doesn’t it seem ironic 
to clean up government car fleets 
while creating potential negative 
environmental and social side effects 
on the other side of the globe. That’s 
why the FISD is trying to focus the 
discussion on the whole sustainability 
viewpoint in the transposition of the 
Clean Vehicles Directive into Belgium 
law. We hope this argumentation will 
be taken up in the final regulation on 
federal clean vehicles in Belgium.

Then to talk about the issue of 
monitoring. From previous policy 
perspectives on sustainable 
procurement, often high GPP/SPP 
ambition levels have been set by all 
kinds of governments at different 
levels. At the same time, we have been 

confronted with a lack of data on how 
these policies have been implemented. 
That’s why the most promising 
developments on monitoring are 
probably in the field of sustainable 
indicators in e-procurement systems. 
Besides ambitious work in data 
collection and analysis, we see in our 
country that it’s actually quite difficult 
to extract valuable policy information 
from the monitoring exercises to feed 
back into GPP/SPP policy. One of the 
reasons for this in Belgium is that the 
goals and the monitoring scope have 
been set too broadly encompassing 
too many product categories. For 
example, procurers can indicate 
in e-procurement if sustainability 
criteria are taken into account for 
all kinds of consultancy or training 
services, although this is often not 
very valuable. That’s why the FISD 
is working together with individual 
procurement departments to see how 
progress in data collection can be 
organised in a more sustainable and 
thus valuable way in the coming years. 

To make these ideas more specific, 
FISD is looking at how data from 
centralised purchases from three-
year needs assessment planning 
can be coupled with sustainability 
topics. The needs assessment 
instrument collects information 

about the goods, services and 
works that the federal departments 
are likely to purchase in the next 
three years. There are about 4,000 
suggestions. Besides information 
on amounts and budget, it would 
be interesting to evaluate all these 
needs on the basis of potential 
environmental impacts like climate 
change, biodiversity loss, waste 
generation, toxic elements, etc., 
and also on issues regarding social 
responsibility. The cross reference 
on needs and sustainability should 
deliver a list with categories that 
are high on the SPP agenda. These 
categories will be taken up in a 
sustainability urgency list. 

What will be done with this 
sustainability urgency list depends 
on further discussions between 
departments, but the current 
proposition is to couple the list with 
mandatory obligations for tendering 
and mandatory reporting in our 
e-procurement system. It’s highly 
likely that FISD and the central 
procurement department will set up 
a study on testing the methodology 
and scoring in 2022. Through this 
initiative we hope to take the next 
step in making SPP policy more 
convincing and operational in the 
near future. 


